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The factorial moments of photon counting statistics from a single molecule coupled to a quantum bath are
expressed in terms of multipoint quantum correlation functions and represented by double-sided Feynman
diagrams, in close formal analogy with nonlinear spectroscopy. At infinite temperature we recover the results
of stochastic models of spectral diffusion where the bath dynamics is independent on the state of the system
and the moments are described by lower-order correlation functions.
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I. INTRODUCTION

Photon counting experiments have been carried out on
ensembles of molecules since the seventiesf1–4g. Recent
advances in single molecule spectroscopy provide detailed
information about enviroment fluctuations in the condensed
phase which is not available from bulk measurements
f5–12g.

Statistical analysis of photon counting has been used to
distinguish between staticsinhomogenousd and fastshomog-
enousd fluctuations of molecular parametersse.g., frequen-
cies, donor-acceptor distances, and kinetic ratesd, through
correlations between individual photon emission events. Sta-
tistical properties of photon counting are commonly de-
scribed using either correlation functions or factorial mo-
ments. The Mandel parameter is a combination of moments
widely used as a direct test for deviations from Poissonian
statisticsf4g. Photon counting statistics was originally for-
mulated in terms of correlation functions of the electric field
f4,13,14g. However, for single molecule experiments it is
more natural to recast it in terms of molecular correlation
functions.

One measure of a nonclassical state of the radiation field
is photon antibunching. This effect which reflects the inabil-
ity of a two level system to emit two photons in a short time
interval has been described using the Bloch equations for a
single two level atom f15–17g. More detailed single-
molecule experiments carried out over the past two decades
f5–8g focused on bath-induced spectral properties. The sto-
chastic behavior of single molecule trajectories was widely
studiedf11,18–20g.

A stochastic two state sudden jump model of spectral dif-
fussionf21,22g was recently used to express the second fac-
torial moment in the terms of four-time correlation functions
f12,23g. A perturbative weak-field solution of the Bloch
equations was used to investigate the influence of frequency
fluctuations on the emitted light intensity. Microscopic simu-
lations of photon counting experiments require the condi-
tional probabilities for different photon count histories, and a
resetting proceduref24g which specifies the state of the sys-
tem after the emission event. Monte Carlo wave-function

techniques were utilized to calculate both fluctuation and
quantum-mechanical effectsf25,26g. The generating function
formalismf13,14,27g was employed to study spectral diffus-
sion resulting from stochastic frequency fluctuationsf28,29g.
However, stochastic modelsf12,22,28–34g only apply in the
infinite temperature limit, where the effect of the system on
the bath is negligible and, consequently, they have some in-
herent limitations, e.g., they cannot account for the fluores-
cence Stokes shiftf35g, which is an important direct signa-
ture of spectral diffusion.

In this paper we develop a perturbation theory for the
moments of photon counting statistics from a two level sys-
tem driven by a classical optical field and coupled to a finite
temperature quantum bath. In Sec. II we show how photon
counting observables can be calculated using the generating
function approach. The only approximation made is that
spontaneous emission is described by a master equationf36g.
The factorial moments for a two level model undergoing
spectral diffusion are calculated in Sec. III. All observables
are recast in terms of multipoint bath correlation functions
which are expressed both in Liouville space and in Hilbert
space. The second factorial moment of the photon count
which determines the Mandel parameter is calculated. Appli-
cation is made to a Brownian oscillator model of the bath. In
Appendix A we present rules for constructing double-sided
Feynman diagrams for factorial moments, which resemble
those used in ultrafast nonlinear spectroscopyf35g; the fun-
damental connection between the two observables is thus
established. The connection to stochastic models is finally
disscused in Sec. IV.

II. GENERATING FUNCTIONS FOR SINGLE-PHOTON
COUNTING OBSERVABLES

The most fundamental physical quantity which carries
the complete information contained in single-photon
counting measurements is the joint probability density
Psndst0;t1,t2,… ,tn; td, to detectn photons during the obser-
vation windowsbetweent0 andtd, the first photon emitted at
time t1, the second at timet2, etc. Other less-detailed ob-
servables do not monitor individual photons, but record the
numbernstd of emitted photons in a given time window.nstd
is connected to the time resolved fluorescence intensity:*Email address: smukamel@uci.edu
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Istd ;
nst + Dtd − nstd

Dt
, Dt → 0. s1d

We focus on two common steady-state observables. The
autocorrelation functionhs2d of fluorescence intensitiesI is
defined by

hs2dstd ;
kIst + tdIstdl

kIst + tdlkIstdl
. s2d

Multipoint quantities can be defined in a similar way. It
follows directly from these definitions thaths2d is related to
Psnd by

hs2dstd =
1

kIl2SPs2dst0;t0,t0 + t;t0 + td

+E
t0

t0+t

dt1P
s3dst0;t0,t1,t0 + t;t0 + td

+E
t0

t0+t

dt2E
t0

t2

dt1P
s4dst0;t0,t1,t2,t0 + t;t0 + td

+ ¯D . s3d

At steady statehs2d is independent on the initial timet0.
Ps2dst1,t2;t1,t2d andhs2dst2−t1d differ by whether the emis-
sion is controlled during thest1,t2d time interval.Ps2d im-
plies that only two photons were emitted during the observa-
tion period whereashs2d does not specify the total number of
photons.

For a two level model with no fluctuations or when the
bath fluctuations are fast, the multitime probabilities may be
factorized into products of two-time quantities,

hsndst1,t2,…tn−1d = p
i=1

n−1

hs2dsti − ti−1d.

No additional information is then carried by high-order cor-
relation functions since the bath is at equilibrium at all times.
This factorization does not hold when fluctuations are slow,
or when more than two levels are involved where the state of
the bathsor the systemd after emission may depend on the
photon emission history. Memory thus builds up, and can be
probed by higher-order correlation functions.

The probability of detecting preciselyn photons during
the st0; td observation window is

Qsn;t0,td =E
t0

t E
t1

t

¯ E
tn−1

t

Psndst0;t1,t2,…tn;tddt1 ¯ dtn.

s4d

For a Poissonian process the probability
Psndst0;t1,t2,… ,tn; td=lnexpflst0− tdng is independent
on the times ti so that Qsn; t0,td=flst− t0dgn/ sn! d
3expflst0− tdng.

Themth factorial moment of the distribution is defined by

knsn − 1d ¯ sn − m+ 1dl

= o
k

ksk − 1d ¯ sk − m+ 1dQsk,t0,td. s5d

A commonly used combination of moments is the Mandel
parameter,

Mstd ;
knsn − 1dl − knl2

knl
. s6d

M =0 sM ,0d implies Poissonianssubpoissoniand statistics.
Equations5d shows that the Mandel parametersas any other
factorial momentd may be derived from the joint densityP,
but carries less information.

At steady state the Mandel parameter and the fluorescence
autocorrelation function are connectedf17,33,34g:

Mstd =
2kIl

t
E

0

t

dt1E
0

t1

dt2fhs2dst2d − 1g. s7d

We next show how all these quantities may be conve-
niently calculated using the generating function formalism
f4,13,14,27,29,37g. We consider a multilevel system with
statesuil ; u jl¯ described by the density matrixr̂. Photon
counting measures localized emission events in time, and
spontaneous emission is adequately described by the master
equation which has been derived microscopically starting
with the quantum Hamiltonian of the radiation fieldf36g:

2Sdr̂

dt
D

M
= o

i jkl

gi j ,kls− Ŝij
†Ŝklr̂ + 2Ŝklr̂Ŝij

† − r̂Ŝij
†Ŝkld, s8d

whereŜij
† ;uilk j u; Ŝij ;u jlki u are raisingsloweringd operators

connected with radiative transition from leveluil to a lower
level u jl.

Equation s8d is written in Hilbert space, wherer̂ is a
matrix. We next transform it to Liouville space and adopt
tetradic notation. The elements of Liouville space areu jkll
;u jlkku andr becomes avectorsrather than a matrixd in this
higher space. Using this notation we can recast the master
equation in the form

Sdr̂

dt
D

M
= R̂r̂ − Ĝr̂, s9d

whereR̂ and Ĝ denote the positive and negative contribu-
tions to Eq.s8d,

R̂ ; o
i jkl

ui j llgl j ,kikkklu;

2Ĝ ; o
i j ,km

ui j llgim,kmkkkju + o
i jlm

ui j llglm,jmkkil u. s10d

The resetting superoperatorR̂ describes the observation
of a photonf24g. For spectrally resolved detection we should
include in the resetting matrix only those rates related to the
observed transitions within the detection bandwidth.
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The time evolution of the multilevel system is described
by the system HamiltonianHS together with the Hamiltonian

ĤSB which describes the bath and its interaction with the

system. We takeĤSB to be of the form

ĤSB= o
j

u jlĤBjsqdk j u, s11d

whereq are the quantum bath degrees of freedom. Equation
s11d represents a general model of spectral diffusion whereby
the system energies are modulated by the bath. The full time
evolution is given by the Liouville equation

dr̂

dt
= − ifĤS,r̂g − ifĤSB,r̂g + Sdr̂

dt
D

M
. s12d

We shall adopt superoperator notation in the bath space
and define leftSsLd and rightSsRd superoperators which act
on the ket and the bra, respectively,

SsLdr̂ ; Sr̂;

SsRdr̂ ; r̂S. s13d

We further switch to the interaction picture by using the uni-
tary transformation

Ustd = expsiĤSBtd. s14d

This transformation does not affect the state of the system

since ĤSB is diagonal in the system space, but has a non-
trivial action on the bath,

Ustd = o
j

u jlexpsiĤBjsqdtdk j u.

In the following, quantities without a hatsˆd correspond to
the interaction representation. The system HamiltonianHS is
transformed as

HSstd = UstdĤSU†std

and similarly the master equation and other superoperators
are transformed according to

Rstd = UsLdstdUsRd†stdR̂UsLd†stdURstd,

Gstd = UsLdstdUsRd†stdĜUsLd†stdURstd. s15d

The Liouville equation in the interaction representation
finally reads

]

]t
r = Lstdr = LSstdr + Rstdr − Gstdr; s16d

LSstd=−ifHSstd ,…g describes evolution of the optically
driven multilevel system.

To define the conditional density matrices for photon sta-
tistics, we partition the Liouville superoperator as

Lstd = L8std + Rstd, s17d

where

L8std ; LSstd − Gstd.

We further define the time evolution operator for the con-
ditional density matrix when no photon is observedf29g,

Gstf ;tid ; exp+E
ti

tf

dt8L8st8d, s18d

the action of the resetting matrixRr gives the conditional
density matrix after photon emission. Then-point distribu-
tion of photons is thenf13,14,37g

Psndst0;t1,t2,…,tn;td

; TrGst;tndRstnd ¯ Rst2dGst2;t1dRst1dGst1;t0drst0d.

s19d

The generating superoperator is constructed by multiply-
ing conditional density matrices describing the observation
of n photons before timet by a prefactorsn, and summing

Ḡst,t0;sd ; o
n=0

`

snE
t0

t

¯ E
t0

t3E
t0

t2

Gst;tndRstnd ¯ Rst2d

3Gst2;t1dRst1dGst1;t0ddt1dt2 ¯ dtn

= exp+E
t0

t

fL8st8d + sRst8dgdt8. s20d

Note that fors=1 the generating superoperator simply coin-
cides with the evolution superoperator. Equations20d can be
also recast in a differential formf37g,

dḠst,t0;sd
dt

= fLstd − s1 − sdRstdgḠst,t0;sd, Ḡst = t0;sd = 1.

s21d

The generating function is finally obtained by tracingḠ over
all system and bath variables:

Gst,sd ; TrfḠst,t0;sdrst0dg. s22d

We consider an optically driven molecule in a steady
state. We formally switch the electric field adiabatically start-
ing at t=−` where the system was at equilibrium in the
ground state with the distributionreq. The steady state is
reached att0, and the density matrix at the beginning of the
photon counting period is

rst0d = exp+E
−`

t0

Lst8ddt8req. s23d

The generating function is obtained by combining Eq.s23d
with Eqs.s20d and s22d.

In Eq. s22d we calculate separatelyrst0d fEq. s23dg and the
subsequent evolutionfEq. s20dg. It is possible to combine the
two and derive a single-step expression for the generating
function. To that end we define a functionk,
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kst8,t0;sd ; 1 for − ` , t8 , t0,

kst8,t0;sd ; s for t0 , t8 , `. s24d

This function is equal tos s1d for t8. t0 st8, t0d when emit-
ted photons are countedsnot countedd. Using Eqs.s20d and
s22d–s24d the generating function assumes the form

Gst,t0;sd = Tr exp+SE
−`

t

dt8fL8st8d + kst8,t0;sdRst8dgDreq.

s25d

For independent events, the probabilitiesQsn; td are
simple convolutions of the arrival time distributionPs2d. In
Laplace space their contributions to the generating function
can be summed

G̃sz,sd =
1

s+ P̃−1szd
, s26d

where z is the Laplace conjugate to time andG̃sz,sd
=et0

`Gst ,t0,sde−zst−t0ddt is the Laplace transform ofG, and
similarly for P.

The expectation values and factorial moments may be ob-
tained by differentiating the generating function with respect
to s:

]m

]smGst,t0;sdus=1 = knsn − 1d ¯ sn − m+ 1dl. s27d

Using Eq.s6d the Mandel parameter is given by

Mst − t0d =
s]2/]s2dGst,t0;sdus=1

s]/]sdGst,t0;sdus=1
−

]

]s
Gst,t0;sdus=1. s28d

Finally, then-point autocorrelation function Eq.s2d is

hsndstn−1,…t1d

=
kTr RḠstn−1,tn−2;s= 1d ¯ RḠst1,t0;s= 1dRrst0dl

kTr Rrst0dln .

s29d

III. PROBING SPECTRAL DIFFUSSION BY THE SECOND
FACTORIAL MOMENT

We consider a molecule with two electronic levelssa
ground stateugl and an excited stateuel with energyed which
interacts with a resonant classical laser field with frequency
v. In the rotating wave approximation the system Hamil-
tonian is

ĤS= uelekeu + Estde−ivtuelmkgu + E * stdeivtuglm * keu,
s30d

where the transition dipole momentm is assumed to be in-
dependent onq f38g and Estd is the slowly varying field

envelope.ĤSB fEq. s11dg is now given by

ĤSB= uglĤgsqdkgu + uelĤesqdkeu. s31d

The master equationfEq. s9dg has the following tetradic ma-
trix elements:

R̂gg,ee= G, Ĝee,ee= G, Ĝeg,eg= G/2, Ĝge,ge= G/2.

s32d

All other elements ofR̂ and Ĝ are zero.
In the interaction representationfEq. s14dg, the dipole mo-

ment operator is

Degstd ; m expsiĤetdexps− iĤgtd,

Dgestd ; m * expsiĤgtdexps− iĤetd, s33d

and the master equation elements are obtained by combining
Eq. s15d with Eq. s32d,

Gstd = Ĝ,

Rstd = sR̂gg,ee/umu2duggllDge
sLdstdDeg

sRdstdkkeeu, s34d

where the superoperator componentsDeg
sLd and Deg

sRd are de-
fined by Eq.s13d:

Deg
sLdstdr ; Degstdr,

Deg
sRdstdr ; rDegstd, s35d

and similarly for the conjugate operatorDgestd.
The generating function is obtained by solving Eqs.s20d

and s22d, or s25d perturbatively in the electric field. Details
of the derivation for a general initial density matrix are given
in Appendix B. The various contributions can be represented
by double-sided Feynman diagramsf35g whose rules are
given in Appendix AsSee Fig. 1d. The factorial moments are
then obtained by differentiation with respect tos, Eq. s27d.

We start with the canonical ground-state distributionreg

=exp−bĤg/TrBexp−bĤg before the electric field is
switched on. All Feynman diagrams start atuggll at the bot-
tom sFig. 2d. EquationsB9d can be recast in terms of the
Liouville-space correlation functions:

FIG. 1. Contributions to the generating function.
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kkS1
n1st1d ¯ Sn

nnstndllg ; TrBS1
n1st1d ¯ Sn

nnstndreg; s36d

whereSk
nk are superoperators withn=sLd ; sRd, or in terms of

Hilbert-space correlation function:

kS1st1d ¯ Snstndlg ; TrBS1st1d ¯ Snstndreg, s37d

whereSk are Hilbert-space operators.
We denote the time intervalstij ; ti − tj. The second-order

contribution to the average photon countfEq. sB12dg is rep-
resented by the two Feynman diagrams shown in Fig. 2.
These diagrams come in complex conjugate pairs, e.g.,

kkDeg
sLdst2dDge

sRdst1dllg
* = kkDge

sRdst2dDeg
sLdst1dllg.

Introducing the two-time correlation function

Jst2;t1d ; kkDge
sRdst2dDeg

sLdst1dllg = kDgest2dDegst1dlg,

the average photon count Eq.sB12d assumes the form

knlst;t0d = GE
t0

t E
−`

t3 E
−`

t2

E * st2dEst1d

3e−Gt32esiD−G/2dt21Jst2,t1ddt1dt2dt3 + c . c . ,

s38d

whereD;v−e is the laser detuning from the two level fre-
quencye. For a steady state created by continuous pumping
with monochromatic light we simply setEstd=E. Denoting
t= t1− t2, and using time translation invariance ofJ, Eq. s38d
then shows that the fluorescence intensity is proportional to
the absorption line shape,

knlst;t0d = st − t0dE2E
−`

0

e−siD−G/2dtJs0,tddt + c.c. s39d

The second factorial moment obtained by double differ-
entiation of the generating function Eq.sB8d with respect to
s fEq. s27dg has a leading fourth order term in the electric
field Eq. sB13d:

knsn − 1dlst;t0d = 2
G2

umu2Et0

t

dt6E
t0

t6

dt5E
t0

t5

dt4E
t0

t4

dt3E
−`

t3

dt2E
−`

t2

dt1E * st2dEst1de−Gst65+t32d

3 fE * st5dEst4desiD−G/2dt54esiD−G/2dt21kkDge
sRdst5dDeg

sLdst4dDge
sLdst3dDeg

sRdst3dDge
sRdst2dDeg

sLdst1dllg

+ Est5dE * st4des−iD−G/2dt54esiD−G/2dt21kkDeg
sLdst5dDge

sRdst4dDge
sLdst3dDeg

sRdst3dDge
sRdst2dDeg

sLdst1dllgg + c . c. s40d

The correlation functions do not depend ont6 and this vari-
able may be integrated out usinget0

t dt6et0
t6dt5=et0

t dt5et5
t dt6.

Again, at steady state we simply setEstd=E.
The regions of integration in Eq.fs40dg can be described

as follows: the driving field is switched on prior tot0 but the
counting only starts att0 sthis is why thet3 integration which
is connected with emission vertex starts att0d. The t4,t5 in-
tegrations also start att0 sincet4,t5. t3.

The second factorial momentfEq. s40dg can be repre-
sented by the four Feynman diagrams given in Fig. 3. These
diagrams are best understood using Eq.s7d. We expect to be
able to calculate then time correlation function perturba-

tively, with the leading 2nth order in the electric field. It is
less obvious why we can describe the absorption and emis-
sion of a large number of photonsn to low order in the field.
At steady state thenth factorial moment is connected with an
n time correlation function, and the factorial moments are
obtained from correlation functions by integrations over pos-
siblen-tuples of observation times. For the first moment, we
calculate the average photon count using Eq.s39d. For the
second factorial moment, the two emission lines in Fig. 3
represent the times when the detector is open to observe a
photon. Our compact notation does not distinguish the two
detection lines from the others, but the integer factor for each

FIG. 2. Double sided Feynman diagrams for the first factorial
moment at steady state to secondsleadingd order in the electric
field.

FIG. 3. Double sided Feynman diagrams for the second factorial
moment at steady state to fourthsleadingd order in the electric field.
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graphsgiven by differentiation with respect tosd accounts for
all possible choices of pairs of lines.

Let us consider the Feynman diagram for the second fac-
torial moment given in Fig. 3sAd. The molecule initially at
equilibrium in the ground state interacts with the electric
field, first with the brasfrom the rightd at time t1, then with
the ketsleftd at time t2. The propagation inugell betweent1
and t2 includes the decay rateG /2 representing excited-state
lifetime; pure dephasing is included in the bath correlation
function. The excited-state evolution depends on the
molecule-bath correlation. In our model, the spontaneous
emission rate does not depend on the bath variables, and the
average photon counting ratefEq. s39dg can be calculated in

the weak-field limit, independent on the subsequent relax-
ation. Duringt32 the molecule evolves in the excited state. At
t3 we observe the emitted photon and the molecule moves to
the ground state. The excitation at timest4 and t5 and the
second emission at timet6 can be interpreted similarly. De-
pending on the spontaneous emission rate, the relaxation
rate, and laser detuning, the molecule after the emission att3
may be in the nonstationary state. Thus the probability of
subsequent absorption from the initial state may be different.
Various emission events may become correlated, resulting in
deviations from Poissonian distribution.

Equations40d can be recast in the form

knsn − 1dlst,t0d = 2E4sG/umud2E
t0

t

dt6E
t0

t6

dt5E
t0

t5

dt4E
t0

t4

dt3E
−`

t3

dt2E
−`

t2

dt1e
−Gst65+t32d

3 e−Gst54+t21d/2feiDst54+t21dFst2,t3,t5,t4,t3,t1d + eiDst45+t21dFst2,t3,t4,t5,t3,t1dg + c.c. s41d

with the six point Hilbert-space correlation function

Fst1,t2,t3,t4,t5,t6d

; kDgest1dDegst2dDgest3dDegst4dDgest5dDegst6dlg.

The Hilbert-space expression is less transparent compared
to its Liouville-space counterpartfEq. s40dg since it mixes
time variables coming from the evolution of the bra and the
ket. The quantum treatment of the bath allows us to present
the factorial moments using Hilbert-space correlation func-
tions. Stochastic approaches which are not based on a Hamil-
tonian for the bath can only be represented by Liouville-
space correlation functions.

Closed expressions for the correlation functions can be
derived for the Brownian oscillatorsspin bosond model for
the bathf35,39g,

Ĥg = o
j
S pj

2

2mj
+

1

2
mjv j

2qj
2D ,

Ĥe = o
j
S pj

2

2mj
+

1

2
mjv j

2sqj + djd2 −
1

2
mjv j

2dj
2D . s42d

We define the energy gap between the ground- and excited-

state HamiltoniansÛsqd; Ĥe−Ĥg. Its time evolution with
respect to the ground-state Hamiltonian is

Ustd ; expsiĤgtdÛ exps− iĤgtd. s43d

We further introduce the auxiliary line broadening function:

gstd ; E
0

t E
0

t1

kUst1dUst2dldt1dt2 ; g8std + ig9std.

s44d

The correlation functions for this model are calculated in
Appendix E using the second-order cumulant expansion. We
then have

Jst1,t2d = umu2expf− gst12dg

Fst1,t2,t3,t4,t2,t6d = umu6expfgst13d − gst14d − gst16d − gst34d

− gst36d + gst46d − 2ig9st23d + 2ig9st24dg.

s45d

gstd may be recast in terms of the bath spectral densityC9svd
sThe Fourier transform of the imaginary part ofkUstdUs0dld:

gstd =
1

2p
E

−`

`

dv
1 − cossvtd

v2 cothsbv/2dC̃9svd

−
i

2p
E

−`

`

dv
sinsvtd − vt

v2 C̃9svd.

For the overdamped Brownian oscillator spectral density

C̃9svd = 2l
vL

v2 + L2 ,

where l=o js1/2"dmjv j
2dj

2 is the coupling strength to the
bath andL represents its relaxation rate, in the high-sbut not
infinited temperature limitbL!1 we obtain

gst . 0d =
2l

bL2fexps− Ltd + Lt − 1g

− isl/Ldfexps− Ltd + Lt − 1g,
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gs− td = g * std. s46d

The correlation functions are finally obtained by substitut-
ing Eq. s46d in Eq. s45d. The sixth point correlation function
for the relevant time orderingt4,t3. t2. t1. t6 is

Fst1,t2,t3,t4,t2,t6d = umu6expS 2l

bL2se−Lt31 − e−Lt41 − e−Lt16

− e−Lut34u − e−Lt36 + e−Lt46 + 2d

−
il

L
s− e−Lt31 + e−Lt41 − e−Lt16 ± e−Lut34u

− e−Lt36 + e−Lt46 + 2e−Lt32 − 2e−lt42 + 2d

−
2l

bL
sut34u + t16d + ilst16 + t34dD . s47d

The upperslowerd sign corresponds tot4. t3 st3. t4d order-
ing. The second factorial moment is finally obtained by sub-
stituting Eq.s47d in Eq. s41d.

Some care should be taken to calculate the steady state,
the averaged photon count, and the second factorial moment
at the same level of approximation. For the Mandel param-
eter, the leading quadratic termsin timed for the second fac-
torial moment and squared intensity should exactly cancel.
Any difference introduced by approximations can cause a
large error for long binning times, therefore one must use
consistent approximations. For the autocorrelation function
this means that we need to reproducehs2d=1 for long times.

The correct asymptotic behavior for long binning times
scompared to the radiative lifetimed T= t− t0→` can be ob-
tained by factorizing the bath correlation function,

s1/umud2kDgest2dDegst3dDgest5dDegst4dDgest3dDegst1dlg

= kDgest2dDegst1dlgkDgest5dDegst4dlg.

This holds for long delays between photon absorption events
ut4− t3u@ ut2− t1u ; ut5− t4u ,L−1. By integrating Eq.s40d over
t3,t6, we get for long binning timesT→` that the dominat-
ing quadratic coefficient of the second factorial moment is
equal to the squared cofficient for the linear term of the av-
erage photon count,

2

T2E
0

T

dt4E
0

t4

dt3E
0

t3

dt2E
0

t2

dt1e
siD−G/2dst43+t21dkDgest4dDegst3dl

3kDgest2dDegst1dl

. S 1

T
E

0

T

dt2E
0

t2

dt1e
siD−G/2dst21dkDgest2dDegst1dlD2

, s48d

Generally, the Mandel parameter approaches a constant lim-
iting value for ergodic systems and large binning times. This
is satisfied by Eq.s48d.

The correlation function may be calculated from the sec-
ond factorial moment by rewriting Eq.s7d as

hs2dst − t0d =
st − t0d2

2knst,t0dl2

d2knsn − 1dl
dt2

. s49d

Using Eq.sB13d and

d2

dt2
E

t0

t E
t0

t2

e−Gst2−t1dGst1ddt2dt1 = Gstd − GE
t0

t

e−Gst−t1dGst1ddt1

we get

hs2dst − t0d =
E4st − t0d2G2

knl2umu2 E
t0

t

dt4E
t0

t4

dt3E
−`

t3

dt2E
−`

t2

dt1e
−Gt32esiD−G/2dt21

3 fesiD−G/2dst−t4dkkDge
sRdstdDeg

sLdst4dDge
sLdst3dDeg

sRdst3dDge
sRdst2dDeg

sLdst1dllg

+ es−iD−G/2dst−t4dkkDeg
sLdstdDge

sRdst4dDge
sLdst3dDeg

sRdst3dDge
sRdst2dDeg

sLdst1dllgg

−
E4st − t0d2G3

knl2umu2 E
t0

t

dt5E
t0

t5

dt4E
t0

t4

dt3E
−`

t3

dt2E
−`

t2

dt1e
−Gst−t5de−Gt32esiD−G/2dt21

3 fesiD−G/2dst5−t4dkkDge
sRdst5dDeg

sLdst4dDge
sLdst3dDeg

sRdst3dDge
sRdst2dDeg

sLdst1dllg

+ es−iD−G/2dst5−t4dkkDeg
sLdst5dDge

sRdst4dDge
sLdst3dDeg

sRdst3dDge
sRdst2dDeg

sLdst1dllgg + c . c. s50d

In Hilbert space Eq.s50d reads

hs2dst − t0d =
E4st − t0d2G2

knl2umu2 E
t0

t

dt4E
t0

t4

dt3E
−`

t3

dt2E
−`

t2

dt1e
−Gt32esiD−G/2dt21 3 fesiD−G/2dst−t4dFst2,t3,t,t4,t3,t1d

+ es−iD−G/2dst−t4dFst2,t3,t4,t,t3t1dg −
E4st − t0d2G3

knl2umu2 E
t0

t

dt5E
t0

t5

dt4E
t0

t4

dt3E
−`

t3

dt2E
−`

t2

dt1e
−Gst−t5de−Gt32esiD−G/2dt21

3 fesiD−G/2dt54Fst2,t3,t5,t4,t3,t1d + es−iD−G/2dt54Fst2,t3,t4,t5,t3,t1dg + c . c. s51d
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Higher factorial moments can be calculated in a similar way.
The third factorial moment to sixth order in the electric field
is given in Appendix D.

IV. COMPARISON WITH STOCHASTIC MODELS

Photon counting is usually calculated using stochastic
modelsf28–31g described by the stochastic Liouville equa-
tion f22g which assumes that the bath evolution is indepen-
dent on the state of the system. Common models of the bath
are the multistate jump or the collective Gaussian coordinate.
To compare our microscopic expressions with stochastic
models we note that for classical stochastic models, the left
sketd and rightsbrad bath density-matrix variables are identi-
cal, which gives

s1/umu2dDge
sLdstdDeg

sRdstd → s1/umu2dDeg
† stdDegstd = 1. s52d

In this relation, the dipole moments are considered as sto-
chasticc-number variablesfDgestd=Deg

* stdg rather than op-
erators in the bath Hilbert space. Applying Eq.s52d to the
contributions to the factorial moment given in Appendix A,
the time variable associated with the emission event can be
integrated out giving

E
t0

tk+1

dtke
−Gstk−tk−1dsG/umu2dDge

sLdstkdDeg
sRdstkd ¯

→ fjstk−1d − e−Gstk+1−tk−1dg ¯ , s53d

wherejstd=1 for t. t0 and exp−Gst0− td for t0. t. For sto-
chastic models the six point correlation function thus reduces
to a four point function,

Kst1,t2,t3,t4d = kDgest4dDegst3dDgest2dDegst1dl

= kDeg
* st4dDegst3dDeg

* st2dDegst1dl.

Substituting Eq.s53d in Eq. s40d gives

knsn − 1dlst;t0d = 2E4sG/umud2E
t0

t

dt4E
t0

t4

dt3E
−`

t3

dt2E
−`

t2

dt1

3sjst2d − e−Gst3−t2dds1 − e−Gst−t4dd

3 esiD−G/2dt21fesiD−G/2dt43Kst1,t2,t3,t4d

+ es−iD−G/2dt43Kst1,t2,t4,t3dg + c . c. s54d

This result can be obtained for the Brownian oscillator
bath Eq. s45d by neglecting the imaginary part ofg. The
correlation function Eq.s45d then becomes independent on
the emission timest2d.

The reduction to a four point quantity and the transforma-
tion s53d are a direct consequence of the stochastic model for
the bath: The bath does not respond to the system, its evolu-
tion does not depend on whether the system is in the ground
state or in the excited state, and consequently the diagram
does not depend on the emission timet3.

The effect of Eq.s53d can be also seen by including the
matrix W fEq. sB3dg that describes the emission into the free
Liouville operatorL0 Eq. sB2d. Direct exponentiationffor
st. t0dg

expsA + Wdt = S exp −Gt 0

ss1 − exp −Gtd 1
D s55d

gives the free Green function, which now has also off diag-
onal gg,eeelements. The corresponding Feynman diagrams
can be described as follows: Assume that the system starts at
t1 in the excited stateueell, emits a photon att2, and then
propagates in the ground stateuggll to t3. For this process we
assign the factorsf1−exp−Gst1− t3dg independent on the
time t2 in the emission vertex. Stated differently, we have a
two time factor sGreen functiond not only for ee→ee;
eg→eg;ge→ge;gg→gg, but also for propagation with
emissionee→gg somewhere between these times.

In the Schrödinger picture, the stochastic model can be
introduced in the following way: consider the Green function

G describingĤg propagation on the ground state andĤe on
the excited level. The perturbation theory is represented by
the same Feynman diagramssFig. 3d, the dipole moments
are constant while the Green function represents a nontrivial
evolution in the bath Liouville space. For instance,
the Feynman diagram in Fig. 3sAd represents
kGge,gest54dGgg,ggst43dGee,eest32dGeg,egst21dl. For stochastic
models models the bath evolution is independent on the state
of system so thatGgg,gg=Gee,ee. We can therefore combine the
two Green functions and obtain

kGge,gest54dGgg,ggst43dGee,eest32dGeg,egst21dl

= kGge,gest54dGee,eest42dGeg,egst21dl. s56d

The t42 evolution is either in the ground state or in the ex-
cited state and the correlation function does not depend ont3.
To complete the contribution of a particular Feynman dia-
gram one must multiply by the decay factorse−Gt21/2,e−Gt54/2,
and e−Gt32 respectively. The independence on the emission
time is a fundamental difference between stochastic and mi-
croscopic models.

In the slow fluctuation regimescompared with the radia-
tive rated, the bath hardly changes during the excited-state
evolution, and the use of stochastic models is well justified.
The Stokes shift is most relevant in the intermediate regime
when the bath and spontaneous emission rates are compa-
rable. The collective coordinate is very different for the mi-
croscopic and stochastic models, as its center elvolves in a
different way in the excited state. Also antibunching on the
G−1 time scale is not dominant in this regime, unlike the fast
relaxation regime. The effect of detuning is expected to be
significant. For resonant excitationsFig. 4d the coordinate
moves on the excited state towards the center of excited level
and after emission, there will be a short delay for relaxation
near the ground-state minimum, where the absorption occurs.
This contributes to antibunching. In contrast, the stochastic
model coordinate is still near the center of the ground state.
For small detuningssFig. 5d the excited-state wave packet
moves in opposite directions in the stochastic and in the
microscopic models. The microscopic model wave packet
relaxes through the region of high absorbance causing sig-
nificant photon bunching which is absent in the stochastic
model.
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Recent studies had used a semiclassical definition of pho-
ton countingf12,23g. This approach introduces the stochastic
photon count variablensxd for a given realizationx of sto-
chastic bath variable.n is calculated to second order in the
electric field. The average photon countknsxdl and higher
momentskn2sxdl, etc., are then defined as the average over
realizations ofx. Formally, the semiclassical approximation
differs from the exact microscopic formulation Eq.s40d in
several ways.sid Since the bath is treated classically, the
second factorial moment is given by a four point rather than
a six point correlation function.sii d The semiclassical expres-
sions contain additional nonphysical non-time-ordered terms
which never show up in the exact formulation.siii d Photon
antibunching is not accounted for by the semiclassical ap-
proach.

In conclusion, we have developed a microscopic
correlation-function theory of photon counting statistics by
employing a generating function approach to describe statis-
tical quantities connected with single molecule spectroscopy.
A perturbative expansion in the electric field was carried out
for an optically driven two level model and stochastic mod-
els were generalized to include a quantum model of the bath.
This allows us to identify possible signatures of the time-
dependent Stokes shift in photon statistics. The factorial mo-
ments and the autocorrelation functions were calculated for
steady-state excitation and represented by double sided
Feynman diagrams. The factorial moments may be expressed
in terms of either Liouville-space or Hilbert-space bath cor-

relation functions. Stochastic models involve a loss of infor-
mation: the second factorial moment is independent on the
emission time thereby reducing the six point to a four point
correlation function. The differences between the micro-
scopic and stochastic model should be most pronounced for
fluctuations on the order of radiative decay time scale.
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APPENDIX A: FEYNMAN DIAGRAMS FOR THE
FACTORIAL MOMENTS

Specific contributions to the factorial moments can be
represented graphically. Below we give the rules for con-
structing the double sided Feynman diagrams representing
Eqs.sB7d and sB8d.

sid Two vertical lines represent the density matrix, time
runs from bottom to top. Each line has for a given time either
the valuee sexcited stated or g sground stated.

sii d Vertical lines running through the time intervalt are
assigned the following factors:sad gg line: factor 1;sbd ge
line: factore−siD+G/2dt; scd eg line: factoresiD−G/2dt; sdd ee line:
factor exps−Gtd.

siii d Photon emission is represented by a bold horizontal
line changing the stateee→gg on the vertical lines. It
carries a factorssG / umu2dDge

sLdstdDeg
sRdstd, for calculation of

the generating function using Eq. s20d or
fkst ,t0;sdG / umu2gDge

sLdstdDeg
sRdstd when the generating function

for the stationary state is calculated using Eq.s25d.
sivd Wavy lines represent interactions with the optical

field, changing the particular linee→g or g→e. Each inter-
action has a factori; altogether the diagram has factorsidK,
whereK is the order, i.e., number of wavy lines in graph.
Factors ±Deg;ge

sL;Rdstd are assigned by the following rulesssee
Fig. 1d:

sad left side:g→e, −EstdDeg
sLdstd , e→g, −E* stdDge

sLdstd;
sbd right side:g→e, E* stdDge

sRdstd , e→g, EstdDeg
sRdstd.

After assigning the correct factor to each diagram, summa-
tion finally gives the generating function. For calculating the
nth factorial moment all diagrams withn or more emission
lines should be included.sNote thatk emission implies that
there are least 2k interactions in the diagram. Therefore the
number of diagrams for a given order in the electric field is
finite.d Their factors are summed up andnth derivative ins
should be taken to obtain thenth factorial moment. To avoid
s derivatives of Eq.s20d an additional factormsm−1d¯ sm
−n+1d is assigned, wherem is the number of horizontal
thick emission lines.

APPENDIX B: THE GENERATING FUNCTION

In this appendix we derive the generating function Eq.
s22d and the factorial moments for the model introduced in

FIG. 4. The Stokes shift for resonant excitation. I: Stochastic
wave packet is centered at the origin: its mean does not change with
time. II: The Brownian oscillator model: the center of the wave
packet during the excited state propagation moves towards the ex-
cited state origin. III: Following photon emission, the wave packet
relaxes back to the ground state origin.

FIG. 5. The Stokes shift for small detuning. I: After excitation
the wave packet evolves in opposite directions forssd stochastic
sdash potentiald and sbd Brownian oscillator bath modelssolid po-
tentiald. II: Following emission, the stochastic wave packet is near
equilibrium. III: Following emission, the Brownian oscillator wave
packet relaxes through the region of high absorbance, causing pho-
ton bunching.
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Eqs. s30d–s32d. In Liouville space, the electron-density ma-
trix is a four-dimensional vector:

r = „reesq;q8d, rggsq;q8d, regsq;q8deivt, rgesq;q8de−ivt
…,

whereq is the ket bath variable andq8 is the bra variable of
density matrix. We further represent the electric fieldfEq.
s30dg Estd=Efstd; where the intensity of the fieldE serves as
a formal parameter of perturbative expansion andfstd is the
slowly varying function, which is set to 1 for continuous-
wave experiment.

We partition the Liouville operator Eq.s16d into a free
part and perturbation:

L + sk − 1dR= L0 + Lint, L0 = SA 0

0 B
D ,

Lintst,sd = SWst,sd Vstd

Vstd 0
D sB1d

with the 232 blocks

A = S− G 0

0 0
D, B = SiD − G/2 0

0 − iD − G/2
D; sB2d

V = iES f * stdDge
sRdstd − fstdDeg

sLdstd
− f * stdDge

sLdstd fstdDeg
sRdstd

D ,

W =
kst,t0;sdG

umu2
S 0 0

Dge
sLdstdDeg

sRdstd 0
D; sB3d

and D;v−e is the laser detuning from the two level fre-
quencye.

The free partfEq. sB2dg of the Liouville operator can be
directly exponentiated:

expAt = Sexp −Gt 0

0 1
D ,

expBt = Sexp −sG/2 − iDdt 0

0 exp −sG/2 + iDdt
D . sB4d

We expand the generating superoperatorfEq. s25dg perturba-
tively in Lint with the transformation:

Ḡ˜ st,t0;sd = exps− L0tdḠst,t0;sd,

L̃intst,sd = exp −L0tLintexpL0t

= Sexp −AtWstdexpAt exp −AtVstdexpBt

exp −BtVstdexpAt 0
D .

sB5d

Our goal is to expand the photon statistics observables
perturbatively in the electric field. Note that even though the
emission matrixWst ,sd is formally included perturbatively,
the matrixW is nilpotent si.e., W2=0d and the generating
function is given by a finite sum for a given order in electric
field. W is thus included exactly and the electric field is the
only pertrurbative parameter,

Gst,t0;sd = TrSexpL0st − t0d +E
t0

t

expsL0tdL̃intst1d

3exps− L0tddt1 +E
t0

t E
t0

t2

expsL0tdL̃intst2dL̃intst1d

3exps− L0tddt2dt1

+E
t0

t E
t0

t3E
t0

t2

expsL0tdL̃intst3dL̃intst2dL̃intst1d

3exps− L0t0ddt3dt2dt1 + ¯Drst0d. sB6d

To simplify the result obtained by applying Eq.sB6d to
our model Eq.sB1d, we will assume that the initial state is
diagonal in the system variables. We then get a simplified
description using a two-dimensional subspace
(reesq ,q8d ;rggsq ,q8d). To that end we introduce auxiliary
232 matrices Ast1; t0d;expAst1− t0d and Cst2; t1d
;Vst2dexpfBst2− t1dgVst1d with elements

Cst2;t1d = E2Sceest2;t1d cegst2;t1d
cgest2;t1d cggst2;t1d

D ,

cee= − esiD−G/2dt21f * st2dfst1dDge
sRdst2dDeg

sRdst1d

− es−iD−G/2dt21fst2df * st1dDeg
sLdst2dDge

sLdst1d,

ceg= + esiD−G/2dt21f * st2dfst1dDge
sRdst2dDeg

sLdst1d

+ es−iD−G/2dt21fst2df * st1dDeg
sLdst2dDge

sRdst1d,

cge= + esiD−G/2dt21f * st2dfst1dDge
sLdst2dDeg

sRdst1d

+ es−iD−G/2dt21fst2df * st1dDeg
sRdst2dDge

sLdst1d,

cgg = − esiD−G/2dt21f * st2dfst1dDge
sLdst2dDeg

sLdst1d

− es−iD−G/2dt21fst2df * st1dDeg
sRdst2dDge

sRdst1d. sB7d

For brevity we adopt the following shorthand convention
for time-ordered integrations.

E
t0

t

dt4 ¯ E
t0

t2

dt1 ; E
t0

t

dt4E
t0

t4

dt3E
t0

t3

dt2E
t0

t2

dt1.

The generating function is calculated using Eqs.sB1d,
sB5d, and sB6d. Note thatWAW=0 sthe two level system
cannot emit a second photon without an excitation in be-
tweend, and omit terms independent ofs which do not con-
tibute to any factorial moment. To fourth order in the electric
field we get
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Gst,t0;sd = TrFE
t0

t

Ast;t1dWst1dAst1;t0d +E
t0

t

dt3E
t0

t3

dt2E
t0

t2

dt1Ast;t3dWst3dAst3;t2dCst2;t1dAst1;t0d

+E
t0

t

dt3E
t0

t3

dt2E
t0

t2

dt1Ast;t3dCst3;t2dAst2;t1dWst1dAst1;t0d

+E
t0

t

dt4 ¯ E
t0

t2

dt1Ast;t4dWst4dAst4;t3dCst3;t2dAst2;t1dWst1dAst1;t0d

+E
t0

t

dt5 ¯ E
t0

t2

dt1Ast;t5dWst5dAst5;t4dCst4;t3dAst3;t2dCst2;t1dAst1;t0d

+E
t0

t

dt5 ¯ E
t0

t2

dt1Ast;t5dCst5;t4dAst4;t3dCst3;t2dAst2;t1dWst1dAst1;t0d

+E
t0

t

dt5 ¯ E
t0

t2

dt1Ast;t5dCst5;t4dAst4;t3dWst3dAst3;t2dCst2;t1dAst1;t0d

+E
t0

t

dt6 ¯ E
t0

t2

dt1Ast;t6dCst6;t5dAst5;t4dWst4dAst4;t3dCst3;t2dAst2;t1dWst1dAst1;t0d

+E
t0

t

dt6 ¯ E
t0

t2

dt1Ast;t6dWst6dAst6;t5dCst5;t4dAst4;t3dCst3;t2dAst2;t1dWst1dAst1;t0d

+E
t0

t

dt6 ¯ E
t0

t2

dt1Ast;t6dWst6dAst6;t5dCst5;t4dAst4;t3dWst3dAst3;t2dCst2;t1dAst1;t0d

+E
t0

t

dt7 ¯ E
t0

t2

dt1Ast;t7dWst7dAst7;t6dCst6;t5dAst5;t4dWst4dAst4;t3dCst3;t3dAst2;t1dWst1dAst1;t0dGrst0d.

sB8d

The moments are obtained by differentiation with respect tos. The matrix element of W is denoted
wgestd;fkst ; t0;sdG / umu2gDge

sLdstdDeg
sRdstd. The average photon count is given to second order in the electric field:

knlst;t0d =E
t0

t

dt1e
−Gst1−t0dTrBwgest1dreest0d + E2E

t0

t

dt3E
t0

t3

dt2E
t0

t2

dt1e
−Gst3−t2dTrBwgest3dcegst2,t1drggst0d

+ E2E
t0

t

dt3E
t0

t3

dt2E
t0

t2

dt1e
−Gst−t3de−Gst1−t0dTrBcegst3,t2dwgest1dreest0d

+ E2E
t0

t

dt3E
t0

t3

dt2E
t0

t2

dt1e
−Gst1−t0dTrBcggst3,t2dwgest1dreest0d

+ E2E
t0

t

dt1E
t0

t3

dt2E
t0

t2

dt1e
−Gst3−t2de−Gst1−t0dTrBwgest3dceest2,t1dreest0d

+ 2 E2E
t0

t

dt4 ¯ E
t0

t2

dt1e
−Gst4−t3de−Gst1−t0dTrBwgest4dcegst3,t2dwgest1dreest0d sB9d

and the second factorial moment to fourth order in the electric field is

knsn − 1dlst;t0d = 2E2E
t0

t

¯ E
t0

t2

e−Gst4−t3+t1−t0dTrBwgest4dcegst3,t2dwgest1dreest0ddt1 ¯ dt4

+ 2E4E
t0

t

dt6E
t0

t6

dt5E
t0

t5

dt4E
t0

t4

dt3E
t0

t3

dt2E
t0

t2

dt1 3 fe−Gst6−t5de−Gst3−t2dTrBwgest6dcegst5,t4dwgest3dcegst2,t1drggst0d

+ e−Gst6−t5de−Gst3−t2de−Gst1−t0dTrBwgest6dcegst5,t4dwgest3dceest2,t1dreest0d

+ e−Gst6−t5de−Gst4−t3de−Gst1−t0dTrBwgest6dceest5,t4dcegst3,t2dwgest1dreest0d
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+ e−Gst−t6de−Gst4−t3de−Gst1−t0dTrBcegst6,t5dwgest4dcegst3,t2dwgest1dreest0dg

+ 6E4E
t0

t

dt7 ¯ E
t0

t2

dt1e
−Gst7−t6de−Gst4−t3de−Gst1−t0dTrBwgest7dcegst6,t5dwgest4dcegst3,t2dwgest1dreest0d. sB10d

Higher-order contributions are calculated in Appendix C.
Some simplification is possible using

Tr wger = skG/umu2dTr DgestdrDegstd

= skG/umu2dTr Dge
† stdDgestdr = kG. sB11d

Below we consider a system which starts int=−` in the
ground staters−`d=req. Using Eqs.s23d, s25d, and sB11d
factorial moments Eqs.sB9d and sB10d simplify to

knlst;t0d = E2E
t0

t

dt3E
−`

t3

dt2E
−`

t2

dt1e
−Gst3−t2dTrBcegst2,t1dreq

sB12d

and

knsn − 1dlst;t0d

= 2E4E
t0

t

dt6E
t0

t6

dt5E
t0

t5

dt4E
t0

t4

dt3E
−`

t3

dt2E
−`

t2

dt1

3e−Gst6−t5de−Gst3−t2dTrBcegst5,t4dwgest3dcegst2,t1dreq.

sB13d

By expanding the matrix elementsceg andwge in the di-
pole moments using Eq.sB7d we recast the factorial mo-
ments in terms of Liouville-space correlation functions Eq.
s36d. With this, Eqs.sB12d and sB13d lead to Eqs.s38d and
s40d. The leading term for the third factorial moment is given
in Appendix D.

APPENDIX C: HIGHER-ORDER CONTRIBUTIONS
TO FACTORIAL MOMENTS

In this appendix we present corrections to the leading
terms fEqs. sB9d and sB10dg for a system, initially on the
electronic ground state. The average photon count to fourth
order in the electric field,

knlsT;t0d = E2w2 + E4w4 + ¯ , sC1d

is given by five terms, represented by 20 Feynman diagrams,

w4 =E
t0

t

dt5E
t0

t5

dt4E
t0

t4

dt3E
t0

t3

dt2E
t0

t2

dt1

3 fe−Gt54TrBwgest5dcegst4,t3dcggst2,t1drggst0d

+ e−Gst−t5de−Gst3−t2dTrBcegst5,t4dwgest3dcegst2,t1drggst0d

+ e−Gt32TrBcggst5,t4dwgest3dcegst2,t1drggst0d

+ e−Gt54e−Gt32TrBwgest5dceest4,t3dcegst2,t1drggst0dg

+ 2E
t0

t

dt6 ¯ E
t0

t2

dt1e
−Gt65e−Gt32TrBwgest6dcegst5,t4d

3wgest3dcegst2,t1drggst0d. sC2d

The sixth-order contribution to the second factorial moment,

knsn − 1dlsT;t0d = E4f4 + 2E6f6 + ¯ , sC3d

is given by six terms, represented by 48 Feynman diagrams,

f6 =E
t0

t

dt8E
t0

t

dt8E
t8

t

dt7E
t0

t7

dt6E
t0

t6

dt5E
t0

t5

dt4E
t0

t4

dt3E
t0

t3

dt2E
t0

t2

dt1

3 fe−Gt87e−Gt54TrBwgest8dcegst7,t6dwgest5dcegst4,t3dcggst2,t1drggst0d

+ e−Gst65e−Gt32TrBcggst8,t7dwgest6dcegst5,t4dwgest3dcegst2,t1drggst0d

+ e−Gst−t8de−Gt65e−Gt32TrBcegst8,t7dwgest6dcegst5,t4dwgest3dcegst2,t1drggst0d

+ e−Gt87e−Gt32TrBwgest8dcegst7,t6dcggst5,t4dwgest3dcegst2,t1drggst0d

+ e−Gt87e−Gst65e−Gst32TrBwgest8dceest7,t6dcegst5,t4dwgest3dcegst2,t1drggst0dg

+ 3E
t0

t

dt9 ¯ E
t0

t2

dt1e
−Gt98e−Gt65e−Gt32TrBwgest9dcegst8,t7dwgest6dcegst5,t4dwgest3dcegst2,t1drggst0d. sC4d

APPENDIX D: THE THIRD FACTORIAL MOMENT

The third factorial moment of photon counting statisticsfEq. s5dg is given by triple differentiation of generating function in
s, Eq. s27d. The leading termssixth order in the electric fieldd for the steady state is
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knsn − 1dsn − 2dlst;t0d =
6E6G3

umu4 Et0

t E
t0

t9E
t0

t8E
t0

t7E
t0

t6E
t0

t5E
t0

t4E
−`

t3 E
−`

t2

dt9 ¯ dt1fe−Gst98+t65+t32desiD−G/2dt87esiD−G/2dt54esiD−G/2dt21

3 kkDge
sRdst8dDeg

sLdst7dDge
sLdst6dDeg

sRdst6dDge
sRdst5dDeg

sLdst4dDge
sLdst3dDeg

sRdst3dDge
sRdst2dDeg

sLdst1dllg

+ e−Gst98+t65+t32desiD−G/2dst87es−iD−G/2dt54esiD−G/2dt21

3 kkDge
sRdst8dDeg

sLdst7dDge
sLdst6dDeg

sRdst6dDeg
sLdst5dDge

sRdst4dDge
sLdst3dDeg

sRdst3dDge
sRdst2dDeg

sLdst1dllg

+ e−Gst98+t65+t32desiD−G/2dt87esiD−G/2dt54es−iD−G/2dt21

3 kkDge
sRdst8dDeg

sLdst7dDge
sLdst6dDeg

sRdst6dDge
sRdst5dDeg

sLdst4dDge
sLdst3dDeg

sRdst3dDeg
sLdst2dDge

sRdst1dllg

+ e−Gst98+t65+t32desiD−G/2dt87es−iD−G/2dt54es−iD−G/2dt21

3kkDge
sRdst8dDeg

sLdst7dDge
sLdst6dDeg

sRdst6dDeg
sLdst5dDge

sRdst4dDge
sLdst3dDeg

sRdst3dDeg
sLdst2dDge

sRdst1dllgg + c . c. sD1d

APPENDIX E: CORRELATION FUNCTIONS FOR THE
BROWNIAN OSCILLATOR MODEL

In this appendix we present the sixth point bath correla-
tion function. The dipole moment operator can be expressed
using Eq.s43d:

Dgestd = m exp+ − iE
0

t

Ust8ddt8.

We assume thatkÛl=0, which can always be realized by a
shift of e and hold for Eq.s42d for symmetry reasons. Using
the cumulant expansionf35g to the second order inU we get
the two point bath correlation function,

Jst1,t2d = umu2expf− gst12dg. sE1d

Following Appendix 8A of Ref.f35g we obtain for the six
point bath correlation function

Fst1,t2,t3,t4,t5,t6d = umu6expf− gst12d + gst13d − gst14d + gst15d

− gst16d − gst23d + gst24d − gst25d + gst26d

− gst34d + gst35d − gst36d − gst45d + gst46d

− gst56dg, sE2d

wheretij ; ti − tj. For a harmonic bath Eqs.sE1d andsE2d are
exact, since higher-order cumulants vanish. For the second
factorial moment Eq.s41d we only need correlation function
with t2= t5 and usinggs0d=0; gstd=g* s−td we get Eq.s45d.
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